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I. About 45 years have elapsed after the publication of the classical work of 
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss [1], in which the method of determi[ling theangular 
sizes of stars by the way of studying the intensity correlations. at the registration 
of two optical photons was elaborated. Six years later Goldhaber et al. [2] showed 
that in the framework of the 'statistical model the effect of symmetrization of wave 
functions of identical pions leads to the narrowing of the distribution of angles 
between . their flight directions, depending on the radius;R of .the generation 
region. In the seventies, in the cycle of papers by Kopylov and Podgoretsky 
[3-8] the deep analogy beiween pair correlations of identical particles, produced 
in nuclear and hadron collisions, and pair correlations of photons; emitted .by 
optical sources, in particular, by stars, was established for the first time: That 
became the ·base for the creation of the general correlation nietho.d in high energy 
physics, overstepping the narrow bounds of the stationary statistical model [2] imd 
allowing one to· measure not only the space sizes of the· generation region of 
identical particles but also the shape of this region and the d~ration of the 
generation processes [8]. · · 

During the last 25 years the method of correlations ofidentical particles with 
small relative velocities has got wide propagation in the practical activity of many 
laboratories 'of the world, and it has been formed as the new-perspective trend in 
nuclear physics and particle physics, including hundreds of experimental and 
theoretical works. 

Both the methods (in high energy physics; as well as in astronomy) are based 
on the correlation properties of. identical particles .. However, in· the recent years . ' ' . ' -

the very important analogy between them has obscured the difference of principle 
(even opposition!) in 'the arrangement and performance .of the corresponding 
experiments, indicated clearly in the paper [7]. 

2. Really, in high' energy physics (heavy ionphysics) we de~l \vith. the rna-' 
mentum-energy correlations .. The: model' of :one-partible · so\lr~es' 1 is' used. It. is 
assumed that the emission sources have a sufficiently broad momentum spectrum. 
The sizes of sources themselves and the distances· betV'een them are by many 
orders smaller than the uncertainties in the space:locaiization of the detectors; the 
times of the source decays are very small in ,comparison with the time charac
teristics of detectors, The momenta of 'two Identical . pions in the final state are 
measured and fixed. We will not dwellon'details here, restricting ourselves by the 
description of the structure of principle of these correlations. · 
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The basic formula of the pion interferometry, which should be averaged over 
the space-time distribution of two sources at the calculation of the correlation 
function, independently of concrete processes, has the form 

W=t l(pi lxi )(p2lx2)+(p2lxi )(pi lx2)2= 

.=i I exp (- ipixi) exp (- ipzX2) + exp (- ipix2) exp (- ip2xi) 12= 
~I +cos((pi -p2)(xi -x2)) . 

.,J 

(l) 

Formula (1) describes the probability of the event that two noninteracting 
spinless id~ntical parti~les, emitte~ at the de~inite space points XI and x2 at the 

definite ti~e moments ti and t2, are registered by" detectors in the states \VIth the 

definite 4-momenta p2 = {El' pi} and p2 = {£2, p2}. This relation corresponds to 

the· Dirac' transformation from the space-time representation to the momentum
energy ,one. In SO doing, XI= {tl' XI} and x2 = {t2, x2} '!lean the 4-coordinates of 

sources,' or, more exactly, their centres (taking into account the non-zero 
di~ensions of the sources themselves). 

By definition: the a~gument of cosine in Eq.(l) is the foll<;>wing: 

(pi- P2) (xi- x2) ={pi- P2) (xi- x2)- (EI -£2) (ti- 12). <2) 

::i ! Due to the equality (pi - p
2

) (p
1 

+ p
2

) = 0, the difference of energies is: 

EI - E2 = (pi - p2)u, (3) 

{p +p) 
where u E I £

2 
is the velocity of the pair of the identical pions. It should be 

I+ 2 

stressed that h'ere we use the unit system in which ft = c = I. 

3. In the framework of the model of one-particle sources, the double inclusive 
cross-section of the production of two identical pions with small relative momenta 
in the collisions. of heavy ions ha~ the stru'cture: . . 

,_ ,_ . ' ' . 

d 6a d 6a<O> 
· · 3 · · 3 = R{p I' P2) 3 3 
d pid p2 . d p 1d. p2 

(4) 
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R{pi, p2)::::: 1 +(cos ((pi -p2) (xi -x2))) = (5) 

J
. ' ;, . '," . 4 4 

= 1 + W/xl' x2) cos (q(x1- x2))d x1d · x2. 
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d 6a(O) 
Here . 

3 3
. is the «bac~ground» cross-section of the pion producton 

d p
1
d p

2 

without the quantum statistics effect (pion identity) and the final state intenictim1 
effect, too, W (x

1
, x

2
) is the distribution of 4-coordinates of two sources, 

p ~· 

normalized by unity, which depends on the 4-~omentum sum P = p1 + p2, in 

general, and does not depend practically on the small 4-momentum difference 
q = p

1 
- p

2 
[9,1 0]. Pair correlations o( pions, containing the information on space-

time parameteis of the iimltiple generation region, are des~ribed by the expression 

C/q) = R(p 1, p2)- I= (cos (q(xi -x2)) ). (6) 

It is essential that the correlation function C (q) tends to zero at sufficiently 

large values of the momentum difference .I q I = rpl- ~21 >> I I rand the energy 

difference lq
0

1 = IE
1
-Eil » 1/'t, where'r is•the characteristi~ radius ofthe 

emission region, 't is the chan!cteristic duration of the particle production proc~ss. 
It should be noted that often orie 'names the ratio R(pl' p2) itself of ~h·e.true t~o-
particle spectrum to the «background» one as the correlation function. Concerning 
the background, in heavy ion collisions we can neglect kinematic constraints and 
most of the ' dynamic' correlations, and construct the reference two-particle 
distribution as the product of one-particle spectra by 'mixing the p'articles from 
different events. · . . · ·. · · . 

The final state interaction is neglected in Eqs. ( l);. (5),' arid (6):. This ap~ 
proximation is sufficiently good for pions. in general, the final state interaction 
also influences the character' of pair correlations at smali'relative velocities: It 
should be emphasized that in the case of narrow pair correlations of non-identical 
p~rticles only the final state interaction effect plays role [9_:._11]. We will not 
discuss this question in detail here. · · · 

4. In the case of the emission of unpolarized identical particles ,with. the non
zero spin j the correlations decrease. Neglec,ting the final state interaction, one 
should write for the ratio R(p

1
, p2) of th~ true two-particle spectrum to the 

.«background» one the following expression [9,10,12]: 

- (- l)2j . 
R(p 1, p2)- l + 

2
j + 

1 
(cos (q(x1 -x2)) ), (7) 

which coincides with Eq. (5) at j = 0. Let us note that the factor N(j) = 2j + l in 
the denominator ofEq. (7) means the number ofspin states of a particle with the 

spin j; the sign factor (- I )2j is equal to ( + l) for bosons and to (- I) for fermions. 
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Formula (7) is related to the identical particles with the non-zero mass. When 
the unpolarized photons are emitted, one should introduce in Eq.('h, .instead of the 

(- 1)2j . . . 
factor. 

2
. 

1 
, the factor . . '] + . 

. 1 . . 2 K=4 (1 +cos 9), (8) 

in which f) is the angle . between the directions of photon flights, taking into 
account the transversality of the electromagnetic field of radiation [13]. Really, 
the angle f) is very small at small values of the momentum difference, so that 
K = i/2. In 'so doing, the correl~tion, function of t~o ph~tons with Smail rel~ti~~ 
momenta is described by the formula. -' . 

I . ) C (iJ) = -
2 

(cos (q(x
1

- x
2
)) 

p . (9) 
- ·-· : 

differing from Eq.(6) by the factor I /2. This factor corresponds to die presence 
of two_ possible polarization stat~s of a photon (although )he photon has Jh~ 
spin I, the photon helicity can. take only two .values ( + 1) and (- I) due to the zero 
rna~~ of ph?ton).. . . 

l 

5~ 'we discussed. above the momentum-energy correlations. of pions and 
photons in nucl~ar anq partie!~ physics (hea~y ion physics). In :optics and 
aStronomy we deal with the space-time correlations of photons [7]. In this 
situation the sizes of the emission region, the distances between sources and the 
duration .of the: emission. process. are by many' ord~rs. larger, than the c~rresp~nding 
~hari:deristiC~ 'of detectors. Let' us denot~ the distance· b~tw~en two ~~urc~s as 
r; 2 ::::·T\:1 ~.x). the di~t~nce bet~~en.two detectors,a~r;4 = lx3 ~x4 l_.a"nd the 
distance between the observation region and the. emission region as L. .The _space
time 'correlations are observed when the conditions 

r34 << rl2 << L (10) 

are satisfied (i.e,, the emission. region is very large, and it is situated very far from 
the observatitni' region). Then, the amplitude of the registration o( two identical 
parti~les (concretely. two photons with the same polarizations)' by two detectors is 
proportional to · ·. ' · "' '· · 

A = .k-( ( x3 I p 1 ) ( x2 1 p 2 ) + ( x3 1 p 2 ) ( x 
4

1 p 
1 

) ) = (11) 

= .k- (exp (- iplx3) exp (- ip2x4) + exp (~ iplx4),e~p (-ip2x3)),. 

and ii'coriesponds to the Dirac transformation from the rriom~~tum~energy ·repre~
sentation to the' space-time one. In accordance with th.is, the equation 

4 
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. W= lA I~= I +cos ({p1 - p2) (x
3 

-x.;)) = 

~ )+ ~os [(pl-:- p;j (~3 -.x4)_-- (£1 ~ £2) (t3 -:-t4)) 
t ' ' ' ' • : .} " ' < ~ ' ~ . ' ' . • ; 

(12) 

describes the prob~bility of the'eveht thattwoph'otons, emitted~ in the states with 
the definite 4-momentap1 = {El' p

1
} and p;,;{E

2
, p~}. will'be registered by two 

detectors at the,definite spacepoirit~ Xj'and'x
4 

at the'definite time ritomen~sx; ~nd 
t4 . In so doing, x3 = {t3, x3}and x4 ~ {t4,x4} in Eqs. (1 I) and (12) ~e ali~ady'the 
4-coordinates of detectors, .hilt not 'sources: the detectors an·d the sources are 
mutually replaced as compared with the situ~tion in high energy physics [7). 

6. When the unpolarized photons with clos~ momenta'are· e~itted; it shou'Id 
be written instead of Eq. (12), passing)o the usu,al unit system: 

I. . . : : '' . , 
W =I + 2 cos [(k1 ....:. k2) (x3 -' x4)- (ro

1
- ro2 (t3

- t
4
)], (13) 

'~ ~; A)\ " 

where ro1 =E-1/fz and ro2 =E2/Ii are the emission frequencies,~k1 =p
1
/1i:and 

k2 = p2/li are the irave' vectors:iLet n
1
':an(n

2 
be the' unit vectors ~along tlie 

· -:, ., , · ·,- ·,. :-.- . · ... ·, ~;···,- , ~- ~); : u,; :;; .~<- ,_,_:::Ji ~~n~ t-_: ·i:·,-''-:>:1 
directions from two. sources to the observation region': which canbe,considered 
here formally a~· a.poin't; in a~cordance 'with.tlie''c.ondition· (Io): ,Th~n .. , . ~, .·.· 

• ' ' ' I. '~ •; .• •• .' ~· ( •. • ' ,· '; ;; :! J •"- ' 

rot·. . ro2 .. .. ...... · .... 
k

1 
= -"'-'-·u·l' · k

2 
=::.:..:,_ n

2
. ... ··~, (14) 

c '.f:.' c :")', ·,:.,, 

Taking into account the small values of the angular. distance between·sources 
and the relatively. small values of·the ;frequency difference, the:·approximate 
relation 

(l) 
k 1 - k2 = (ro1 - ro2) I+- (9

1 
-_92) 

''•, ... c ' 
(15) 

(l) + (l) 

is valid .. Here ro= 
1

2
. 

2
, I is the unit vector along the direction·.from,the·centre 

of t~esource g~oup (concretely, the sta~ centre) ~o tht?,,~bser~aJiofr6gio~, ~I and 

92 are the tran~verse vectors, ~hich a~e· perpe~di~ular to the vecto~ I, their ~oduli 
I 92 1 and I 92 1 are the angles bet~een the vectors I and nl' I and n

2
, respectively 

(i.e., the angular distance between the centre of the star and the sources on its 
disk). Using Eq. {15), we can rewrite ·the formula (13) for the probability of 

coincidences (doubl~ coun[ts) in t~e fo(rm: ·<II )-J· <-.-. 1 ~ . , . ,". J 
' '''W=l+tco~ (ro1-ro2) r3d-r3

:' .:...~(f)~_:_O~)r~~), '.Y~:(l6) 
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where r
34 

= r
3

- r
4 

is the difference of the time moments of registration, 

r~~) = r
34

1 is the longitudinal component of the vector r 34 = x3 - x4, and r~~) is 

the . transverse component of the same vector with' respect to the direction of I. 
Performing the integration of the expression (16) over the star. disk with the radius 
i-= L9

0 
and the frequency interval ( ro0 - ~ro /2, ro0 + ~ro /2) at the fixed 

parameters of the observation region, we find that the number of double counts is 
proportional to · · 

1 ( 21t(p) sino )
2 

. 
N34=1+2 ~-o- , (17) 

where 1
1 

is the first-order Bessel function, 

.p· = 000 I r(.l) le o = .!_ ~ro (r<ll >;c- t ) 
c 34 0' 2 34 34" 

. . 

(18) 

We see that the space-time correlations of intensities in two counters of 
photons are determined directly by the distance between the observation points 
and by. the difference of the registration time moments. Just these parameters are 
measured and fixed experimentally. The information on angular sizes of the 
source group (concretely, star) appears only due to the dependence of the intensity 

. correlations on the differe'nce of transverse momenta of photons emitted by 
~liff\!rent regions of the star surface. The ~requency ro0 can be measured inde-

pendently by the methods of spectral analysis. 
Thus,. the. comparison of correlation methods in. high energy physics and 

astronomy shows that the use of the term «HBT ~interferometry» in nuclear and 
particle physics (heavy ion physics) seems to be not quite adequate. 
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